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Abstract.  By taking advantage of a lethal phenotype 
characteristic of Caenorhabditis  elegans  embryos that 
fail to move, we have identified  13 genes required for 
muscle assembly and function and discovered a new 
lethal class of alleles for three previously known 
muscle-affecting genes.  By staining mutant embryos 
for myosin and actin we have recognized five distinct 
classes of genes: mutations in four genes disrupt the 
assembly of thick and thin filaments into the myofila- 
merit lattice as well as the polarized location of these 
components to the sarcolemma.  Mutations in another 
three genes also disrupt thick and thin filament assem- 
bly, but allow proper polarization of lattice compo- 
nents based on the myosin heavy chain isoform that 
we analyzed.  Another two classes of genes are defined 
by mutations with principal  effects on thick or thin 
filament assembly into the lattice, but not both.  The 
final  class includes three genes in which mutations 
cause relatively minor defects in lattice assembly. Fail- 
ure of certain mutants to stain with antibodies to 
specific muscle cell antigens suggest that two genes as- 
sociated with severe disruptions of myofilament lattice 
assembly may code for components of the basement 
membrane and the sarcolemma that are concentrated 
where dense bodies (Z-line analogs) and M-lines at- 
tach to the cell membrane.  Similar evidence suggests 
that one of the genes associated with mild effects on 
lattice assembly may code for tropomyosin. Many of 
the newly identified genes are likely to play critical 
roles in muscle development and function. 
T 
HROUGH the application  of genetic  dissection, over 
20 genes affecting muscle have been identified in the 
nematode  Caenorhabditis elegans, including  struc- 
tural  genes  for  several  myosin  heavy  chain  isoforms, 
paramyosin,  actin,  and twitchin  (for review see Waterston, 
1988). For the most part, genetic  screens  have focused on 
adults that move abnormally and have altered muscle struc- 
ture. Although  the recessive class of mutations  causing this 
phenotype is now near genetic saturation,  mutations in sev- 
eral genes that code for known muscle components remain 
to be identified (Cummins and Anderson, 1988; Barstead et 
al., 1991; Waddle et al., 1993). Clearly, new approaches will 
be needed to identify mutations in these and perhaps addi- 
tional muscle-affecting genes. Extending the genetic analysis 
of muscle could identify  new muscle components,  provide 
insight into myofilament lattice assembly, and help to deci- 
pher the genetic  program  that  regulates  muscle cell gene 
expression. 
An  alternative  phenotype  that  might  be  exploited  in 
genetic screens is suggested by the discovery of lethal muta- 
tions in the genes myo-3 (Waterston,  1989), deb-1 (Barstead 
and Waterston,  1991), and unc-45 (Venolia and Waterston, 
1990).  myo-3 and  deb-1 code for myosin  heavy chain  A 
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(mhcA) ~ and  vinculin,  respectively,  both  components  of 
body wall muscle. The unc-45 gene product is currently un- 
known, but genetic evidence (Venolia and Waterston,  1990) 
suggests that it interacts  with mhcA and with myosin heavy 
chain B, the major heavy chain isoform in body wall muscle. 
Targeted genetic screens carried out for each of these genes 
resulted in the recovery of lethal  mutations  with a similar, 
distinctive phenotype (Waterston, 1989; Barstead and Water- 
ston,  1991; Venolia  and  Waterston,  1990).  Development 
appears  normal until mid-embryogenesis  when mutant em- 
bryos fail to begin moving; they begin but then stop elonga- 
tion, the process which converts the early ovoid-shaped em- 
bryo into a worm-shaped larva.  The paralyzed misshapen 
larvae hatch,  but are inviable.  Embryonic paralysis  is cor- 
related with obvious defects in body wall muscle structure. 
In a  limited  preliminary  genome-wide screen for mutants 
with this phenotype, we demonstrated the feasibility of such 
an approach. Two mutations were identified, and both proved 
to be in muscle-affecting  genes (Waterston,  1989; Barstead 
and Waterston,  1991). 
Here we report the results  of a more extensive genome- 
wide screen for mutants with this characteristic  lethal pheno- 
type.  Although  insufficient  to identify all the genes in the 
class,  our analysis adds 13 more, bringing  the total to 16. 
1. Abbreviation  used in this paper: mhc A, myosin heavy chain A. 
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ble muscle-affecting mutations, and the new mutations rep- 
resent important new alleles. The majority of the genes are 
newly identified. Antibody staining of mutant embryos for 
muscle components suggest that many of the genes are criti- 
cal for myofilament lattice assembly, while others have mi- 
nor effects on assembly, and at least some of these appear to 
be involved in the mechanisms which regulate contraction. 
Among the former are genes coding for the extraceUular 
matrix protein  perlecan  (Rogalski  et  al.,  1993)  and the 
membrane protein B-integrin (Gettner, S.,  C.  Kenyon, L. 
Reichardt, J. Plenefisch, M. B. Buchner, and E. Hedgecock. 
1992. Mol. Biol.  Cell. 3:1088a),  indicating the importance 
of the ECM and cell membrane in lattice assembly. Among 
the latter are genes which may code for tropomyosin and 
troponin C. The new mutations described here have provided 
new insights into muscle assembly, when combined with 
more detailed description of wild-type muscle development, 
as  presented  in  the  accompanying paper  (Hresko  et  al., 
1994). 
Materials and Methods 
General Methods and Strains 
Methods for handling worms, including EMS  mutagenesis, were as de- 
scribed by Brenner (1974)  and in Sulston and Hodgldn (1988).  The N2 
wild-type strain of C. elegans var Bristol was the parental strain for all mu- 
tant seroens. The BO wild-type strain var Bergerac, strain RW7000, was 
used  in  inter-strain  crosses for  some genetic  mapping experiments as 
described  (Williams et  al.,  1992).  Other  genes and mutations used in 
this study, all originally generated from N2 wild-type parents, are listed by 
chromosome: LG 1, unc-11(e41), unc-38(x20),  dpy-5(e61), unc-29(e1072), 
unc-13(e323),  unc-54(e1213),  unc-87(e843),  unc-120(st364ts),  unc-94 
(su177), and mec-8(e398);  LG I1, tra-2(q122), and unc-52(e669); LG III, 
vab-6(e697),  unc-45(st601),  unc-45(e286ts),  daf-7(e1372ts),  dpy-l(el), 
unc-93(e1500), dpy-27(y57),  unc-79(e1068), dpy-17(e164), dpy-19(e1259), 
unc-32(e189), emb-9(hcTOts), and unc-69(e587);  LG/E, dpy-9(e12), unc- 
44(e362),  deb-l(st385),  unc-82(e1323),  unc-5(e53),  and  unc-24(e138); 
LG E dpy-11(e224), unc-23(e25), myo-3(e386), sqt-3(e24), unc-39(e257), 
and unc-l12(r367);  LG X, let-2(g30) and unc-3(el51). 
The chromosome X duplications mnDpl and mnDp& and deficiencies 
mnDfl and mnDf8 were also used. Deficiencies mnDf41, stDfT, and stDf8 
were used to map mutations on chromosome IV. 
Strains were obtained from the Waterston laboratory collection or the 
Caenorhabditis Genetics Center with the exceptions of a tra-2(q122) strain, 
a gift of T. Schedl, and the strains used to map pat-3 (see Table I), which 
were gifts of J.  Plenefisch. 
Mutant Screens 
N2 wild-type hermaphrodites were treated with 0.050 M EMS for 4 h, and 
then were allowed to reproduce on fresh plates. Individual F1 progeny were 
then placed on separate plates at 20"C, allowed to lay ,~,50 eggs, and then 
removed. The next day plates were checked by dissecting microscope and 
those in which 1/4 of  the embryos had arrested at the twofold length, hatched 
or unhatched, were retained. Heterozygous strains were then established by 
picking phenotypically wild-type siblings. 
Each twofold arrest mutant was examined for abnormal embryonic move- 
ments during mid-embryogenesis by  time-lapse video,  as follows:  'x,20 
bean-stage embryos produced by a heterozygous parent were positioned in 
a tight grouping near the edge of a  circular 2 % agarose pad prepared in 
buffer A  (50 mM NaCI,  10 mM "Iris,  pH 7.0) as described (Wood et al., 
1988) with the following modifications. After a small drop of buffer A was 
added to the center of the pad, a square coverslip of slightly larger dimen- 
sion was gently lowered in place, immobilizing the embryos. The coverslip 
Table L  Three-Factor Crosses 
Gene  Genotype of heterozygote  Summary of recombination events* 
pat-lO  unc-ll  +  dpy-5/+ pat-lO  +  unc-ll  (12/16) pat-lO  (4/16) dpy-5 
unc-38  + dpy-5/+ pat-lO  +  unc-38  (2/14) pat-lO (12/14) dpy-5 
+  dpy-5 unc-29/pat-lO  +  +  [pat-lO dpy-5]  (15115) unc-29 
pat-11  dpy-5  +  uncl3/  + pat-ll  +  dpy-5  (10/47) pat-t1  (37/47) unc-13 
pat-4  +  unc-45 dpy-1/pat-4  +  +  [pat-4 unc-45]  (54•54)  dpy-1 
+  unc-45 daf-7/pat-4  +  +*  [pat-4 unc-45]  (32132) day-7 
pat-4  +  daf-7/+  unc-45  +~  pat-4  (3/57) unc-45 (54/57) daf-7 
pat-12  unc-45  + dajT/+ pat-12  +*  unc-45 (17/30) pat-12 (13/30) daf-7 
pat-3  unc-93  +  dpy-17/+ pat-3  +  unc-93  (15/34)pat-3  (19134) dpy-17 
unc-93 dpy-27  +/+  + pat-3  unc-93 (8/8) [dpy-27 pat-3] 
+  dpy-27 unc-79/pat-3  +  +  Loat-3 dpy-27]  (7/7) unc-79 
pat-2  dpy-19  +  unc-32/+ pat-2  +  dpy-19 (24/28) pat-2 (4/28) unc-32 
emb-9  dpy-19  +  unc-69/+  emb-9  +  dpy-19 (4/14) emb-9 (10/14) unc-69 
pat-5  unc-5  +  dpy-24/+ pat-5  +  unc-5 (9/12) pat-5 (3/12) unc-24 
pat-8  unc-5  +  dpy-24/+ pat-8  +  unc-5 (11/17)pat-8 (6/17) unc-24 
unc-112  dpy-ll  unc-23  +/+  +  unc-112  dpy-ll  (16/16)  [unc-23 unc-112] 
sqt-3 unc-39  +/+  +  unc-ll2  sqt-3 (8/8) [unc-39 unc-ll2] 
* Data are presented in two forms: a (l/t) b (r/t) c and a (t/t) lb c]. The first indicates that in t recombination events between a  and c, l were between a  and b, 
and r were between b and c. This definitively  establishes the gene order a b c. The ratios l/t and r/t reflect the relative genetic distances from a to b and b to c, 
respectively. The second form indicates that all t recombination events between a and b also occurred between a and c. Although this establishes that a  is left of 
b and c, the relative positions of b and c with respect to each other cannot be determined from these data, as indicated  by the brackets. 
* Daf non-Unc recomhinants were isolated to separate plates at 25°C, shifted to 15oc to reverse the Daf phenotype, allowed to self-fertilize,  and the plates were 
then scored for the presence of 1/4 twofold arrest progeny. 
§ Daf non-Pat recombinants were isolated to separate plates at 25°C, shifted to 15°C to reverse the Daf phenotype, and allowed to self-fertilize.  After the resulting 
progeny had hatched, plates were shifted to 25°C (the restrictive temperature for the unc-45 mutation) for 24 h and were then scored for the Unc phenotype. 
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opposite sides.  Additional  buffer A was added through one gap to fill the 
chamber, but leaving an air/buffer interface close to the group of eggs. Using 
these conditions we found that embryos developed and eventually hatched 
without becoming anoxic, and that they remained in the same focal plane 
even though some water in the chamber evaporated during the period of ob- 
servation.  Embryos were observed using standard Nomarski optics, and 
time-lapse video recordings were made using a Toshiba KV-6110A VCR ad- 
jnsted to an 18:1 time compression. 
Genetic Mapping 
The lethal Pat mutations were first mapped to a chromosome and sometimes 
to a chromosomal subregion  using a rapid multi-factor  mapping method that 
is based on the simultaneous detection of multiple polymorphisms by the 
PeR (Williams et al., 1992). The mapping data forpat-9, deb-1, and myo-3 
were published in the report describing this mapping method; the rest is not 
shown. 
Three-factor analysis and duplications and deficiencies  were used for 
more detailed mapping.  The three-factor data were generated using stan- 
dard techniques  (Wood et al.,  1988) and are presented in Table I. 
The X-linked mutationpat-9(st558) was shown to be included in duplica- 
tions mnDpl and mnDp8 by the viability of hemizygous  males with the 
genotypes mnL~l/+ I; pat-9(st558)/O  X and mnDpS/+ I~ pat-9(st558)/O  X, 
respectively.  These genotypes  were verified by mating the males with N2 
wild-type  hermaphrodites and the recovery of pat-9(stS$8)/+  hermaphro- 
dite progeny, mnDp8 is not a simple duplication, suggested by the fact that 
it fails to include let-2, but does include genes mapped to either side of this 
locus. Since mnDp8 includes pat-9(st558), pat-9(stS$8) does not appear to 
be an allele of let-2. This is further suggested by the complementation of 
pat-9(st558) and the conditional lethal lev2(g3Ots) mutation, as shown by 
the wild-type phenotype ofpat-9(st558)  +/+ let-2(g3Ots) hermaphrodites 
at the restrictive temperature (25"C). These animals were identified through 
their segregation of 1/2 wild-type and 1/2 twofold arrest progeny, and were 
constructed by crossing ranDpl/+  I; pat-9(st558)/O X  males with let- 
2(g3Ots) hermaphrodites  at the permissive  temperature (15"C), brooding the 
fertilized  hermaphrodites at 25"C,  and then cloning wild-type progeny. If 
the pat-9 and let-2 mutations had failed to complement, wild-type animals 
of genotype mnDpl/+  I; pat-9(st558)/g30ts X might have been recovered 
using this procedure, but would have segregated only 1/4 twofold arrested 
progeny, the zygotes failing to inherit mnL~l. 
The mutation pat-9(st558)  was marked  with unc-3(e151) in cis  and 
mapped using deficiencies  mnDfl and mnDf8 as described (Meneely and 
Herman, 1979). mnDfl uncovers pat-9, and mnDf8 does not. These results 
position pat-9 in the interval defined by the right end points of mnDfl and 
mnD~. 
The deficiencies  nDf41, stDf7, and stDfd on chromosome/V uncover 
deb-1, pat-5, and pat-& as indicated by the appearance of twofold ar~st 
progeny  in separate crosses between the appropriate deficiency heterozy- 
gotes  (hermaphrodites) and lethal heterozygotes  (males).  F1  deficiency 
homozygotes  (produced  by self-fertilization)  arrested development during 
early embryogenesis,  and were therefore easily distinguishable from the 
twofold  arrest cross progeny,  unc-82 is also uncovered  by these three 
deficiencies  as  demonstrated  by  the  disorganized  muscle  phenotype 
(verified  by polarized light microscopy)  of unc-82 unc-24/nDf41, unc-44 
unc-82/stD37,, and unc-44 unc-82/stDf8 hermaphrodites, respectively. 
Complementation Tests 
FOr lethal mutation a and recessive non-lethai mutation b, failure to comple- 
ment was indicated by phenotype B male progeny from al+ male and b/b 
hermaphrodite parents (male progeny were scored since they are produced 
in significant numbers only through fertilization by the male parent and not 
through self-fertilization  of the hermaphrodite parent). If a test indicated 
complementation, the result was confirmed by the recovery  of a  +/+ b 
wild-type F1 hermaphrodites. 
Complementation tests between lethal mutations a  and b were carried 
out by crossing a/+; tra-2(q122)/+ females  (rendered incapable of self- 
fertilization by the tra-2 mutation) with b/+ males as described (Barstead 
and Waterston,  1991). Production of Pat progeny indicated failure of a and 
b to complement. When Pat progeny were not observed, complementation 
was confirmed by isolating a phenotypically wild-type hermaphrodite with 
genotype a  +/+ b from the cross progeny. This same procedure was used 
to show that emb-9(st540) and emb-9(hcTOts) fail to complement, except 
that tra-2(q122)l+; emb-9(hc7Ots)/+ females were generated at the permis- 
sive temperature (15°C), and the complementation test was then performed 
at the restrictive temperature (25°C). 
Pat mutations mapping near each other were tested for complementation. 
Representative  alleles were then tested for complementation against muta- 
tions in previously  identified  mnscle-affeeting  genes in the same region. 
Mutations were assigned to the same gene if they mapped near one another 
and failed to complement (see Results). Other complementation results are 
as follows: pat-11(st541) complements unc-87(e843), unc-120(st364ts), and 
unc-94(su177).  It also complements the touch-insensitive mutant mec- 
8(e398). This test was done because double mutants with mec-8 (touch- 
insensitive alleles)  and uric-52 (viable Uric alleles)  have a  synthetic  Pat 
phenotype, raising the possibility that mec-8 loss-of-function  alleles might 
be Pat  (Herman,  R.,  personal  communication), pat-4(st559)  and pat- 
12(st430) complement both the temperature sensitive Unc mutation unc- 
45(e286ts) and the Pat mutation unc-45(st601), pat-4(st579) complements 
vab-6(e697), pat-5 (st556),  pat-8(st554), and deb-l (st386) each complement 
unc-82  (e132  3  ). 
The complementation test between let-2(st550), isolated here, and the 
temperature sensitive let-2(g3Ots) mutation was performed by crossing/et- 
2 (st550)~+ hennap~xiites with let-2(g3Ots)/O  males at 15"C, the permissive 
temperature for let-2(g3Ots). Hermaphrodites with genotype let-2(st550)/ 
let-2(g3Ots) were recovered and are viable at the permissive temperature, 
as verified by allowing separate groups of eggs produced by self-fertilization 
to develop at 15"C and at 25°C, the restrictive  temperature.  The former pro- 
duced 1/4 twofold arrest progeny (the let-2(st550) homozygotes)  while the 
latter produced 100 % twofold arrest progeny, indicating failure of st550 and 
g3Ots to complement. 
Estimation of  Gene Number 
The number of severe Pat genes was estimated by the method of Meneely 
and Herman (1979),  which uses the Foissun distribution to calculate the 
gene number from the fraction of genes represented by more than one mu- 
tant allele. The observed distribution of mutations per gene (excluding mu- 
tations identified in directed screens) does not, at least superficially, appear 
to be different than Foisson.  The observed and expected (the latter calcu- 
lated for a 13 gene class and shown in parenthesis) number of genes with 
1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 alleles are: 2 (2.87), 3 (3.18), 3 (2.86), 2 (1.92), and 2 (1.03), 
respectively,  which gives a X: value having a probability between 0.7 and 
0.9. Since there are only a small number of genes in each class, the reliabil- 
ity of X  2 analysis is questionable,  however. 
Antibody Staining 
Populations of embryos from heterozyguns parents were fixed and stained, 
and mutant homozygotes were distinguished from their phenotypically wild- 
type siblings either by their characteristic abnormal muscle morphology 
(one-and-three-quarters-fold  embryos stained with DM5.6)  or their dis- 
torted body shapes (post-elongation-arrest  embryos). For staining of pat-3 
and lev-11 mutants with monoclonai antibody MH25 and anti-tropomyosin, 
respectively, all post-elongatiun-arrest  embryos,  easily recognized by their 
distorted shapes,  failed to stain or had greatly reduced staining.  Approxi- 
mately 1/4 of the pre-elongation arrest embryos failed to stain, as expected. 
Methods for fixing and staining the embryos were as described (Barstead 
and Waterston,  1991). Briefly, eggs were released from gravid adults by 
hypochlorite treatment, and then fixed with buffered 3 % formaldehyde  at 
room temperature followed by methanol at -20"C. Monoelonal antibodies 
DM5.6  (Miller et al.,  1983),  MI-I27 (Francis and Waterston,  1991), C4 
(Chemicon International, Inc., Temecula,  CA),  and MH25 (Francis and 
Waterston,  1985) were used at dilutions of 1:1,500, 1:1,000, 1:100 and 1:200, 
respectively, with fluorescein-labeled  goat anti-mouse (Chemicon Interna- 
tional, Inc.) at dilution 1:100 serving as a secondary antibody. The affinity 
purified anti-tropomyosin,  generated in rabbits, was a generous gift of M. 
Hresko and L. Sehriefer. The rabbit  polyclonal anti-myosin (Francis, G. R., 
and R. H. Waterston, unpublished observations) was used at dilution 1:750. 
Rhodamine-labeled goat anti-rabbit (Chemicon International, Inc.) diluted 
1:100 was the secondary antibody used with both of the primary rabbit anti- 
sera. Photographic exposures  were made on T-Max 400 film which was 
then processed according to instructions. 
Results 
The Pat Mutant Phenotype 
We refer to the lethal phenotype of the myo-3, deb-1, and unc- 
45 mutants as Pat for paralyzed, arrested elongation at two- 
fold. Wild-type embryos (Fig.  1 a) start to lengthen into a 
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they reach the one-and-one-half-fold length, begin to move, 
just as the myofilament lattice within the body wall muscle 
cells is becoming well organized (Hresko et al.,  1994). Ini- 
tially the embryos twitch weakly, but within a few minutes, 
by the twofold stage, they are rolling vigorously within the 
egg. In contrast, Pat mutants (Fig.  1 b) do not start moving 
at the normal time and remain paralyzed as elongation con- 
tinues. At the twofold stage, elongation arrests. Development 
continues, however, as indicated by cuticle formation and de- 
velopment of a well-formed pharynx. The myofilament lat- 
tice in body wall muscle cells is abnormal. 
Screen for Pat Mutants 
Wild-type  hermaphrodite  parents  were  mutagenized  and 
then F1 animals produced by self-fertilization  were cloned to 
separate  plates  and  allowed  to  lay  eggs.  By  using  24-h 
broods, eggs arrested at twofold or twofold larvae were read- 
ily recognized using the 50  x  objective of a dissecting mi- 
croscope. We did not require the arrested embryos to hatch, 
since pharyngeal pumping appears to aid hatching and we 
did not want to exclude mutants with defective pharyngeal 
muscles.  In a  final screening step we observed the move- 
ments of each of the twofold arrest mutants  during  mid- 
embryogenesis using Nomarski microscopy in combination 
with video time-lapse. 
About half of the isolates were severely paralyzed ("se- 
vere" Pat phenotype) and further work concentrates on this 
group. The others fell into two classes. The "mild" Pat mu- 
tants began twitching movements at one-and-one-half-fold, 
and continued to twitch for several hours.  These mutants 
never exhibited the vigorous rolling movements seen in wild- 
type embryos by the twofold stage. The second class had the 
Lat phenotype (late paralysis,  arrested elongation at two- 
fold). These animals began twitching at one-and-one-half- 
fold and by twofold were rolling as well as similarly staged 
wild-type embryos; movement and elongation stopped nearly 
simultaneously soon after the twofold stage. 
From a screen of 2900 F1 clones, 33 severe Pat mutants 
were isolated. These are listed along with severe Pat mutants 
deb4(st385) and myo-3(st386),  isolated in a previous unre- 
stricted screen of 500 F1 clones (Waterston, 1989), andpat- 
8(st554)  and pat-5(st556), recovered in a screen directed to 
the genetic interval near unc-44 on chromosome/V (Bar- 
stead and Waterston,  1991). 
From the same screens, we also selected two mild Pat and 
three Lat mutants since these phenotypes could also be con- 
sistent with a defect in muscle. Indeed, the previously de- 
scribed unc-45 mutants have the mild Pat phenotype when 
their parent contains a wild-type allele (e.g., genotype unc- 
45(st601)/+)  (our  unpublished  observations;  Venolia and 
Waterston,  1991),  apparently  due  to  a  partial  maternal 
rescue. 
Genetic Mapping and Complementation Tests 
The results of genetic mapping and complementation analy- 
sis (see Materials and Methods) are summarized in Table II 
which lists the 15 Pat genes examined here and their corre- 
sponding mutant alleles, and Fig. 2, which shows the loca- 
tions of all 16 currently identified Pat genes on the genetic 
map (indicated above each chromosome). No new alleles of 
unc-45 were recovered in this  study, perhaps because we 
only analyzed two mutants  with the mild Pat phenotype. 
Ten of the genes appear to be newly identified and have 
been named pat-2 through pat-6, and pat-8 through pat-12. 
Five, myo-3,  deb-1, unc-52,  unc-112, and lev-11 are previ- 
ously  defined  muscle-affecting  genes.  Of  the  previously 
identified genes, only myo-3 and deb-1 have been associated 
with the Pat phenotype before,  unc-52  and unc412  were 
originally identified through Unc mutants with progressive 
Figure  I.  Embryogenesis  in 
wild-type and Pat mutants. (a) 
Wild-type; the  first contrac- 
tions of  body wall muscles oc- 
cur as the embryos reach the 
one-and-one-half-fold length. 
By twofold, embryos roll vig- 
orously  within the  egg (dia- 
gram  adapted  from  Sulston 
et  al.  11983]). (b)  Pat  mu- 
tants;  one-and-one-half-fold 
embryos fail to start moving, 
and  remain  severely  para- 
lyzed.  Elongation  continues 
until the embryos are twofold, 
but  then  stops. Pharyngeal 
morphogenesis  occurs  and 
embryos often hatch near the 
normal time as misshapen, in- 
viable larvae. 
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Gene  Chromosome  Mutation 
Severe paralysis 
myo-3  V  st386"*, st563,, st565, 
deb-1  IV  st385"*, st555§* 
unc-52  H  st546,  st549¢, st560,  st572,  st578 
unc-112  V  st562', st581 
lev-11  1  st536,  st557', st566t 
pat-2  III  st538', st543,  st422,  st567¢ 
pat-3  II1  st423,  st552,  st564, 
pat-4  Ill  st551,  st559', st579~, st580 
pat-5  IV  st553,  st556~, st569,  st571,, st576,  st577t 
pat-6  IV  st561,  st570* 
pat-8  IV  st554§~ 
pat-9  X  st558~ 
pat-lO  1  st568~, st575~ 
Mild paralysis 
pat-11  I  st54111 
pat-12  III  st430¢ 
Late paralysis 
emb-9  111  st54011, st545 
let-2  X  st5501[ 
* Isolated in previously reported unrestricted screen (Waterston,  1989). 
Pharyngeal pumping movements observed in some of the mutant homozygotes. 
§ Isolated in a screen for Pat mutants linked to unc-44 (Barstead and Waterston,  1991). 
II Pharyngeal muscles appear paralyzed in all of the mutant homozygotes that we observed. 
muscular dysfunction (Brenner, 1974; Bejsovec,  A., and P. 
Anderson,  personal communication; Francis,  G.  R.,  and 
R. H. Waterston, unpublished results). The unc-52 gene has 
recently been shown to code for the C.  elegans homolog of 
perlecan, a proteoglycan component of the extracellular ma- 
trix (Rogalski et al., 1993). lev-11 was identified  through mu- 
tants selected for their resistance to the acetylcholine agonist 
levamisole (Lewis et al.,  1980),  which causes  wild-type 
worms to hyper-contract their body wall muscles. In the ab- 
sence of  the drug these mutants locomote normally, but show 
incessant subcellular twitching within their body wall mus- 
cle cells. 
The Lat mutations were found to be alleles of either emb-9 
or let-2 (Table II and Fig. 2, boxes), genes originally defined 
by temperature sensitive lethal mutations (Miwa et al., 1980; 
Meneely and Herman, 1979),  and known to code for colla- 
gen type IV, a component of basement membranes (Guo et 
al.,  1991; Sibley et al.,  1993). 
For genes with more than one corresponding mutant, we 
observed no differences between mutants in their embryonic 
movements. Although we did not characterize the muscle as- 
sembly defects of all the mutants by antibody staining (see 
below), in instances where we analyzed more than one allele 
of a particular gene, each caused the same phenotype, with 
one exception (see below). These observations, the mutation 
frequency for the genes with multiple mutant alleles as well 
as the failure of pat-3, lev-11  (see below) and unc-52 (Rogal- 
ski et al., 1993) Pat mutants to stain with antibodies to their 
putative gene products, suggest that many of the mutations 
result in gene loss-of-function. It should be pointed out, how- 
ever, that the natures of the mutations have not yet been de- 
termined. Consequently, our interpretations of gene product 
function based on the analysis of the mutant muscle assem- 
bly (see below) are subject to the caveat that in some in- 
stances the mutant phenotypes may be caused by the interfer- 
ence of an abnormal gene product, rather than the simple 
absence of a functional product. 
Pharyngeal Muscles 
The pharynx is the second largest muscle in C. elegans and 
normally begins pumping movements approximately 1 h be- 
fore the embryos hatch.  Although different myosin heavy 
chain genes are expressed in body wall and pharyngeal mus- 
cle  cells  (Epstein  et  al.,  1974;  Waterston  et  al.,  1982; 
Ardizzi and Epstein, 1987), at least a subset of other muscle 
component genes appear to be coexpressed in these two mus- 
cle types (Waterston et al., 1980, 1984; Ardizzi and Epstein, 
1987;  Francis, G.  R.,  and R.  H.  Waterston, unpublished 
results). Consequently, some of  the Pat mutants might be ex- 
pected  to have pharyngeal defects.  Our time-lapse video 
analysis  was  usually  limited  to  mid-embryogenesis,  but 
sometimes observations were extended through hatching, 
and in favorable instances we could score for pharyngeal 
movement. Although we have not analyzed the pharyngeal 
phenotype carefully, the pat-11  mutant never pumped,  in 
contrast to the other Pat genes where one or more mutants 
did pump  (Table  II,  footnotes). Our limited observations 
suggest that there may be variability between the Pat mutants 
in the percentage of animals that can pump, and in the vigor 
of pumping. In individuals that failed to pump, we observed 
no obvious defects in pharyngeal structure and shape other 
than those apparently related to the body elongation defect. 
We did not, however, examine the structure of  the pharyngeal 
muscle cells in detail.  Further analysis of the pharyngeal 
phenotype may be informative. 
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Figure 2. Genetic map positions of genes associated with the Pat 
phenotype. Pat genes are shown above each chromosome; genes 
used in genetic mapping experiments, and those associated with the 
Lat phenotype (in boxes), are shown below. In instances where the 
current mapping data fail to position a Pat gene relative to a marker, 
its position is indicated with a bracket. The extent of deficiencies 
(single lines) and duplications (double lines) used in mapping are 
inlicated' above chromosomes IV and X. deb-1, pat-S, pat-8, and 
unc-82 are uncovered by deficiencies mnDf41, stDf7 and stDf8, 
placing these genes in the interval where the deficiencies overlap. 
pat-9 is uncovered by mnDfl, but not by mnDfS, placing it some- 
where in the interval defined by the right endpoints of these two 
deficiencies, pat-9 is  included  in  the  duplications mnDpl and 
It is noteworthy that during the culture of pat-ll mutant 
strains most mutant embryos did not hatch. A similar though 
apparently less severe defect in hatching was observed for the 
pat-5 and lev-ll mutants, suggesting compromised pharyn- 
geal function. All of the emb-9 and let-2 mutants that we ob- 
served did not pump, and in culture most of  these mutant em- 
bryos either failed in hatching or were greatly delayed. 
Pat Embryos Stained with Anti-Myosin 
To learn more about the effects of the Pat mutations on body 
wall muscle development, we assessed the assembly state of 
the two major filament systems within the myofilament lat- 
tice by  staining  the  embryos with  monoclonal antibodies 
recognizing mhcA and actin. To readily place the body wall 
muscle cells in the context of the embryo, we often included 
a monoclonal antibody that stains the adherens junctions be- 
tween hypodermal cells. These thin cells form the outer sur- 
face of the embryo and change shape dramatically during 
embryonic elongation (Priess and Hirsh, 1986). Embryonic 
length and hypodermal cell shape were used to accurately 
determine the age of pre-elongation-arrest embryos in the 
unsynchronized populations that we stained. 
For mhcA staining, one-and-three-quarters-fold embryos 
were compared since this is the stage when mhcA first ap- 
pears well-organized in wild-type embryos (see below). The 
arrangement of body wall muscle in wild-type embryos at 
this stage is shown diagrammatically in Fig.  3. Body wall 
muscle runs  longitudinally in two dorsal and two ventral 
strips, or quadrants, just beneath the hypodermal cells. Each 
quadrant is a double row of overlapping spindle-shaped mus- 
cle  cells.  By  hatching,  these  cells  are  attached  to  the 
hypodermis, and are polarized in the sense that the myofila- 
ment lattice is positioned asymmetrically within the cell, 
subtending the membrane in contact with the hypodermis. 
In the one-and-three-quarters-fold embryo, lattice compo- 
nents are already accumulating near the sarcolemma and the 
lattice is partially assembled at this position. Attachments 
between the muscle cells and the hypodermis are also form- 
ing at this stage. These events are described in detail in the 
accompanying paper (Hresko et al.,  1994).  Fig.  3 a  dia- 
grams the left dorsal surface of an embryo showing the ar- 
rangements of muscle cells within a dorsal muscle quadrant 
as well as the outlines of  the hypodermal cells. Greater detail 
is shown in Fig. 3 b, including the position of  the two myosin- 
containing A-bands that are forming within each muscle cell; 
this number of A-bands is maintained through hatching. The 
A-bands are semi-longitudinal due to the staggered position 
of laterally adjacent contractile units, a characteristic of C. 
elegans  obliquely striated muscle (for a  diagram of adult 
myofilament lattice structure see Fig. 2 of Francis and Water- 
ston [1985]). One landmark for the dorsal quadrant is the cir- 
cular junction between four hypodermal cells at the position 
of a developing sensillum called the deirid (Fig. 3 b). 
A comparable view of a wild-type embryo double-stained 
with anti-mhcA and the antibody to hypodermal cell junc- 
tions  is  shown in Fig.  4  b.  MhcA  is  organized into two 
mnDpS. The gap in the latter indicates that it fails to include let-2 
but does  include some markers  to the  right  of this  gene  (see 
Materials and Methods for details). 
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Figure 3. The arrangement of body wall muscle cells and hypoder- 
mal cells in a one-and-three-quarters-fold wild-type embryo. (a) 
Diagram of the left-dorsal surface of an embryo; the dorsal muscle 
quadrant is a double row of spindle-shaped cells (shaded) that are 
attached to the thin hypodermal cells covering the embryo. Boxed 
area approximates the region of mutant embryos shown in Fig. 5. 
(b) Detail of boxed region including the arrangement of myosin- 
containing A-bands within the muscle cells; note that there are four 
A-bands across the quadrant. Positions of hypodermal cell junc- 
tions are indicated, including the circular junction formed at the 
deirid sensillum. The monoclonal antibody MH27 recognizes the 
hypodermal cell junctions specifically. 
A-bands per cell, so that four longitudinal bands of staining 
can be counted across the width of  the quadrant (between ar- 
rows).  In contrast, just 20 min earlier when embryos are at 
the one-and-one-quarter length and have not yet begun to 
move, mhcA is not yet organized into discrete A-bands and 
has a characteristic fibrous appearance (Fig, 4 a), The de- 
velopmental sequence is described in more detail in the ac- 
companying paper (Hresko et al., 1994).  Note the position 
of the deirid (arrowhead, Fig. 4, a and b) in each embryo, 
and the changes in hypodermal cell shapes as the embryo 
lengthens. 
Dorsal muscle quadrants of representative one-and-three- 
quarters-fold Pat mutants double stained with anti-mhcA and 
the antibody to hypodermal cell junctions are shown in Fig. 
5 (area shown corresponds to box in Fig. 3 a). myo-3 mutants 
are not shown because anti-mhcA staining is either absent or 
barely detectable (data not shown; Waterston, 1989). 
The Pat genes can be divided into four classes based on 
mhcA organization in representative mutants. Class I, the 
most severely disorganized, includes unc-52, unc-ll2, pat-3, 
and pat-2.  MhcA often appears as a  single fibrous clump 
within each muscle cell (Fig.  5, a-d),  leaving, large gaps 
along the quadrant where staining is absent. These do not 
reflect gaps between the cells,  however,  since a  polyclo- 
nal anti-myosin that also recognizes myosin heavy chain B 
(which has a more diffuse staining pattern) shows continuous 
staining along the quadrant, suggesting that cell shapes and 
positions are  relatively normal (not shown).  Since a  sig- 
nificant amount of the mhcA staining in class I mutants is 
in a focal plane not associated with the hypodermal cells (not 
shown), it appears that mhcA has not been positioned nor- 
really at the sarcolemma adjacent to the hypodermis. We re- 
fer to this aspect of the phenotype as failure of the cells to 
polarize normally. 
Class II genes include pat-4, pat-6, and pat-ll. MhcA in 
the corresponding mutants is disorganized, but in contrast to 
the class I pattern, it stretches longitudinally  within each cell 
so that there are fewer and shorter gaps in staining along the 
quadrant (Fig. 5, f-h).  The staining appears in nearly the 
same focal plane as the hypodermal cells, suggesting proper 
cellular polarization. MhcA is not organized into A-bands, 
however. 
Although pat-2 is considered a class I gene based on the 
analysis of pat-2 (st567) (see above), another allele, pat-2 
(st538), results in a slightly less severe phenotyp¢ similar to 
the class II pattern (Fig. 5 e). This is the only case in which 
we have noted allele-specific differences in staining patterns. 
Mutations in the class HI (pat-8, pat-9, pat-12, and deb-1) 
and class IV (lev-ll, pat-5 and pat-lO) genes allow mhcA to 
become partially organized into A-bands, indicated by three 
to four longitudinal lines of staining in each muscle quadrant 
(Fig. 5, i-o). The staining pattern of the class IV mutants ap- 
pears to be better organized than that of  the class III mutants, 
but neither is as  well organized as  the wild-type pattern 
(compare with Fig. 4 b). Class IV mutants are further distin- 
guished from class m  mutants by their actin organization in 
post-elongation-arrest embryos (see below). 
The abnormal mhcA patterns seen in classes I, II, 111, and 
IV are not simply the result of retarded muscle cell develop- 
ment. Each of these patterns is distinct from any seen in ear- 
lier wild-type embryos (compare with Fig. 4  a;  data not 
shown). 
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double  stained  with  anti- 
mhcA  and  antibody  MH27 
which stains hypodermal cell 
junctions. MhcA is becoming 
organized  into  A-bands just 
as  the  first  muscle  contrac- 
tions occur. (a) One-and-one- 
quarter-fold  embryo  (before 
first  body  wall muscle  con- 
tractions); mhcA is becoming 
organized  within  the  dorsal 
muscle quadrant in the plane 
of focus. MhcA staining has 
a  characteristic  fibrous  ap- 
pearance with some longitudi- 
nally oriented fibers suggesting 
that A-bands are beginning to 
form. (b) One-and-three-quar- 
ters-fold  embryo  (just after 
first  muscle  contractions); 
mhcA  is  organized into  two 
discrete A-bands per cell,  as 
indicated by the appearance of 
four longitudinal bands across 
the  quadrant (between ar- 
rows). The  position of  the deirid sensillum (arrowhead), revealed  by MH27 staining, is indicated  in each embryo. Note the changes in hypoder- 
real cell shape which occur as the embryo elongates. Bar, 10 t~m. 
Pat Embryos Stained with Anti-Actin 
Actin organizes later than mhcA during wild-type develop- 
ment, often not forming distinct I-bands until after the three- 
fold stage  (Hresko et al.,  1994).  Consequently, we were 
limited to comparing the actin staining of mutant embryos 
that were past the point of elongation arrest. Since we were 
not able to accurately stage the embryos by length, the indi- 
viduais we examined may have been fixed at any time be- 
tween elongation arrest and hatching.  This introduces the 
possibility that abnormalities in the actin staining patterns 
may have been accentuated by continued abnormal muscle 
development, or reflect secondary deterioration of an origi- 
naUy well-organized pattern. Evidence of significant second- 
ary deterioration was found for the two mild Pat mutants  pat- 
11(st541)  and pat-12(st430),  but  not  for  the  severe  Pat 
mutants (see below). Typical mutants are shown in Fig. 6, 
and are arranged in the classes originally assigned through 
the mhcA staining;  also included is a myo-3 mutant (Fig. 
6p). Whole animals are shown and focal planes were chosen 
to include the best organized staining pattern within any of 
the four muscle quadrants. 
Class I, II, and III mutants all showed a disorganized actin 
staining pattern.  Class I mutants appeared to have diffuse 
staining within the muscle cells, while classes II and HI often 
showed a fibrous, but still clearly disorganized pattern. The 
staining patterns for the two mild Pat mutants, pat-11(st541) 
andpat-12 (st430), should be considered  the result of consid- 
erable post-arrest muscular deterioration, however (see be- 
low), so our data do not allow us to exclude the possibility 
that actin is initially well-organized in these two mutants. 
In contrast to the mutants of classes I-IH, those of class 
IV (Fig. 6, m, n and o), and the myo-3 mutant (Fig. 6 p), 
have a relatively well-organized and continuous staining pat- 
tern that features thin longitudinal lines, suggesting the for- 
marion of I-bands. 
There is relative agreement in the degree of mhcA and ac- 
tin organization for mutants in classes I, II, and IV. In the 
Class IlI severe Pat mutants, however, mhcA appears better 
organized than actin, suggesting that the mutations preferen- 
tially affect the assembly of thin filaments into the myofila- 
merit lattice. 
Conversely, myo-3 mutants, which are unable to assemble 
normal thick filaments (Waterston, 1989), have a relatively 
well-organized actin-staining pattern (Fig. 6p). No other Pat 
gene examined here is  associated with mutations causing 
preferential disruption of  thick filament organization into the 
lattice. Consequently, we have placed the myo-3 gene in a 
phenotypic class by itself (class V). 
Secondary displacements of dorsal muscle quadrants were 
observed in some post-arrest mutants, as has been reported 
previously for myo-3 (Waterston, 1989) and unc-45 (Venolia 
and Waterston, 1990) mutants. Examples can be seen in Fig. 
6, k, l, and p; the dorsal muscle quadrants leave the outer 
(dorsal) curve of the embryo and are displaced ventrally in 
the region of the fold. Displacements were observed most 
frequently in myo-3, lev-lI, pat-5, pat-6, pat-& pat-9, patiO, 
and pat-12 mutants,  and  were not seen in  one-and-three- 
quarters-fold animals. 
l~'scontinuous Staining of  Muscle Quadrants 
in Mild Pat and Lat Mutants Near the 11me of 
Elongation Arrest 
To address the possibility that the disorganized actin staining 
patterns seen in class I, II, and m  post-elongation-arrest mu- 
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double stained with a monoclonal antibody to mhcA and with an 
antibody to hypodermal cell junctions. The same part of a dorsal 
muscle quadrant  is  shown for each mutant,  comparable to the 
boxed area in Fig. 3 a; note the deifid in each panel (see arrowhead 
in a). The embryos are divided into four classes, I-IV, each class 
with successively better mheA organization. MhcA appears as a 
single unorganized clump in the muscle cells of class I mutants, 
leaving large gaps in the staining pattern within the muscle quadrant 
(a--d). In class I/mutants (e-h) mhcA is slightly better organized, 
stretching longitudinally along the muscle quadrant, but does not 
appear to form normal A-bands. Class 1II mutants (i-l) have mhcA 
partially located in A-bands, as suggested by the three to four nar- 
row longitudinal stripes of staining in the quadrant. MhcA in Class 
IV (m-o) mutants appears to be slightly better organized than in 
tants are due to secondary degeneration of muscle, we as- 
sessed muscle deterioration by comparing anti-rnhcA stain- 
ing  patterns  of one-and-three-quarters-fold embryos with 
those  of embryos fixed after elongation arrest.  Although 
staining patterns in the post-arrest animals were no better or- 
ganized than those seen in the younger animals, the patterns 
were comparable, with the exception of  the two mild Pat mu- 
tants pat-11  and  pat-12.  We  identified  discontinuities  in 
mhcA staining along the muscle quadrants (Fig. 7, a, b, and 
c) of these mutants fixed during or soon after elongation ar- 
rest as judged by the undistorted shape of the embryos (the 
smooth shape of twofold arrest animals becomes progres- 
sively more distorted with time, as revealed by time-lapse 
observations). Similar discontinuities were not seen in wild- 
type or severe Pat embryos of similar age, nor in the mild 
Pat mutants at one-and-three-quarters-fold (not shown). Sev- 
eral hours after elongation arrest (as judged by distorted em- 
bryonic shape) each pat-11 and pat-12  embryo we observed 
had severely disorganized muscle, including discontinuities 
in quadrant staining (Fig. 7 f) and abnormal positioning of 
quadrants within the embryo (Fig. 7, d and e). Although it 
is difficult to interpret the nature of these discontinuities, 
they may reflect  breaks in the muscle quadrants, perhaps due 
to detachment of muscle cells from the hypodermis. Consis- 
tent with this structural deterioration, time-lapse observa- 
tions often show a shift from mild to more severe paralysis 
in pat-11 and pat-12 mutants contemporaneous with elonga- 
tion arrest. 
Since Lat mutants experience a dramatic loss of  movement 
soon after they reach twofold length, we stained one of  them, 
emb-9(st540),  with  anti-mhc.A  to  investigate  its  muscle 
structure. Although animals younger than twofold were in- 
distinguishable from wild-type, some of the twofold animals 
fixed near the time of elongation arrest (as judged by their 
undistorted shapes), showed discontinuities in staining along 
their muscle quadrants (Fig. 8 a). All of the older arrested 
embryos, as judged by their distorted shapes, had a highly 
disorganized rnhcA staining pattern featuring gaps in stain- 
ing along the length of the muscle quadrants (Fig. 8 b). As 
with the mild Pat mutants, this phenotype may reflect breaks 
in the muscle quadrants due to local detachment of muscle 
cells from the hypodermis occurring soon after the animals 
reach the twofold stage. 
Several Pat Mutants Fail to Stain with Antibodies to 
Specific Muscle Components 
It has been shown previously that myo-3 (Waterston, 1989), 
deb-1 (Barstead and Waterston, 1991), and unc-52 (Rogalski 
et al., 1993) Pat mutants fail to stain with antibodies to their 
corresponding gene products. These results suggest that in 
each case the mutation blocks the synthesis or accumulation 
of the affected protein. To help identify the gene products of 
Class HI mutants, but is not comparable to the wild-type pattern 
(compare to Fig. 4 b). Class IV mutants are also set apart from 
those of class HI by their actin organization (see Fig. 6). Class I: 
(a) unc-52(st549), (b) unc-l12(st562), (e) pat-3(st552), and (d) 
pat-2 (st567). Class II: (e) pat-2 (st538), (  f) pat-4(st551)  , (g) pat- 
6(st561), and (h) pat-11(st541). Class HI: (0 deb-l(st385), (j) pat- 
8(st554), (k) pat-9(st558), and (l) pat-12(st430). Class IV: (m) lev- 
11(st557), (n) pat-5(st556), and (o) pat-10(st568). Bar, 5/zm. 
Williams and Waterston  Essential Genes Affecting Muscle in C. elegans  483 Figure 6. Representative Pat mutants after elongation arrest stained with a monoclonal  antibody to actin. The plane of focus in each panel 
was chosen to show the best organized staining  pattern within any of the four muscle quadrants. The mutants are arranged in classes I-IV 
as assigned through the anti-mhcA staining shown Fig. 5. In addition, a myo-3 mutant, representing class V is shown (p). Class I mutants 
(a-d) have poorly organized actin which appears diffuse within the muscle cells and outlines the nuclei, which exclude the antigen (c and 
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develop  discontinuities  in 
staining  along  their  muscle 
quadrants  near  the  time  of 
elongation  arrest.  Embryos 
were  double  stained  with 
monoclonal  antibodies  to 
mhcA and to a component of 
hypodermal  cell  junctions. 
Embryos at the top (a, b, and 
c) were fixed during or soon 
after  elongation  arrest,  as 
judged by their relatively nor- 
rnal  shapes  (see  text).  Em- 
bryos at the bottom (d, e, and 
f)  were  fixed later,  as  sug- 
gested  by  shape  distortions 
characteristic  of Pat mutants 
several hours after elongation 
arrest,  a  and  b,  two  focal 
planes of a pat-12(st430) em- 
bryo  selected  to  emphasize 
muscle cells and hypodermal 
cell junctions, respectively; c, 
pat-11(st541). The discontinu- 
ous anti-mhcA staining along 
muscle  quadrants  (indicated 
by arrow pairs, a and c) sug- 
gest quadrant breaks, perhaps 
due to detachment  of muscle 
cells  from  the  hypodermis. 
The hypodermis  is  intact  in 
the region of the gap in anti- 
mhcA  staining  in  the pat-12 
embryo, as revealed by stain- 
ing of hypodermal cell junctions  (b). d and e, two focal planes of an older post-arrest pat-12(st430) embryo. A dorsal muscle quadrant 
fats to follow the outer curvature of the embryo (d, arrows),  suggesting detachment from the hypodermis; hypodermal cell junctions  in 
this embryo can be seen in e, f, older pat-11(st541) embryo; large gaps in staining along the muscle quadrants (indicated by arrow pairs) 
are similar to those seen in the younger post-arrest  embryos (compare with c). Bar,  10/zm. 
additional Pat genes, we have tested for the specific failure 
of several Pat mutants to stain with antibodies to other mus- 
cle components. 
Staining of wild-type adult muscle with monoclonal anti- 
bodies MH2 and MH3 has shown that the unc-52 gene prod- 
uct is concentrated within the basement membrane at posi- 
tions where dense bodies (Z-line analogs) and M-lines are 
attached to the sarcolemma (Francis and Waterston,  1991). 
Since  another  antibody,  MH25,  appears to  stain the  sar- 
colemma at similar positions and has been speculated to bind 
an integrin (Francis and Waterston, 1985), we decided to test 
the class I mutants for staining with this antibody. Each of 
these mutants stained with MI-I25 (not shown), with the ex- 
ception of the pat-3 mutants, which were specifically nega- 
tive  (Fig.  9).  Fig.  9  a  shows  a  wild-type  one-and-three- 
quarters-fold embryo double-stained with MH25,  and with 
MH27,  an  antibody  to  hyIxxiermal  adherens  junctions. 
MH25 stains a longitudinal strip corresponding to the posi- 
tion of each muscle quadrant (Fig. 9 a, arrows). In contrast, 
mutantpat-3 animals have undetectable MH25 staining (Fig. 
9 b, open arrows); the staining of hypodermai cell junctions 
by MH27 serves as a control for fixation of the embryo and 
penetration of  the antibodies. These results suggest thatpat-3 
may code for the MH25 antigen. Consistent with this possi- 
bility, pat-3 has recently been shown to code for B-integrin 
by rescue of mutants with the wild-type gene (Gettner,  S., 
C. Kenyon, L. Reichardt, J. Plenefisch, M. B. Buchner, and 
E.  Hedge,  cock.  1992.  Mol.  Biol.  Cell.  3:1088a). 
lev-ll  maps to a  genetic  interval containing  the  cloned 
tropomyosin gene (Kagawa, H., personal communication), 
d, arrows). Class 1I (e-h) and Class HI (i-l) mutants have actin staining that often appears fibrous, but is not well organized. Class IV 
mutants (m-o) and the myo-3 mutant (p) have well-organized actin staining which appears continuous along the muscle quadrant and con- 
tains longitudinal stripes that suggest the organization of I-bands. In some post-arrest mutants, the dorsal muscle quadrants appear to be 
displaced from their normal position along the outer curve of the embryo, in the region of the fold (arrows, k, l, and p). Class I: (a) unc- 
52(st572),  (b ) unc-112(st562),  (c) pat-3(st552),  and (d) pat-2(st567).  Class ll: (e) pat-2(st538),  (f) pat-4(st579),  (g) pat-6(st561),  and 
(h ) pat-ll(st541).  Class HI: (i) deb-l(st385),  (j) pat-8(st554),  (k  ) pat-9(st558),  and (1) pat-12 (st430). Class IV: (m) lev-II(st536),  (n ) pat- 
5(st569),  and (o) pat-10(st568).  Class V: (p) myo-3(st563).  Bar, 10 #m. 
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quadrants in emb-9(st540) embryos near the time when animals be- 
come paralyzed and fail to continue elongation. Embryos were dou- 
ble stained with monoclonal antibodies to mhcA and to a compo- 
nent of hypodermal cell junctions. (a) Embryo fixed  near the time 
of elongation arrest and onset of paralysis,  as judged by its un- 
distorted shape (see text). Well-organized A-bands, indistinguish- 
able from wild-type (compare with Fig. 4 b), appear in parts of the 
muscle quadrant, but there are several areas along the quadrant 
which fail to stain (between arrows). These discontinuities may 
reflect breaks within the muscle quadrant correlating with the rapid 
onset of paralysis. (b) Embryo fixed several hours after elongation 
arrest, as judged by its distorted shape. Large gaps in the staining 
pattern along the muscle quadrants (between arrows) are similar to 
those observed in younger post-arrest embryos. MhcA  does not ap- 
pear in normal A-bands within these muscle cells. Bar, 10/zm. 
as determined through correspondence between the genetic 
and physical C.  elegans  genome maps.  Consequently, we 
decided to stain lev-11 Pat mutants with attinity purified anti- 
tropomyosin antibodies raised against the C. elegans protein. 
Muscle  cells  of wild-type  embryos  stain  with  the  anti- 
tropomyosin (Fig.  9  c,  arrows),  but the mutant embryos 
show greatly reduced or undetectable staining  (Fig.  9  d, 
open arrows); again, staining of the hypodermal cell junc- 
tions serves as a positive control. These results provide in- 
direct evidence consistent with the identification of lev-11 as 
the tropomyosin gene. Ultimate proof  must await transforma- 
tion rescue of the mutants with the cloned gene and iden- 
tification of sequence changes within the tropomyosin gene 
of lev-11 mutants. 
Discussion 
The screen for Pat mutants has demonstrated the existence 
of a large class of muscle-affecting genes, each apparently 
essential for the formation of functional embryonic body 
wall muscles. The variety of muscle cell defects observed in 
the mutants and the identities of the gene products estab- 
lished to date  suggest that there are several kinds  of Pat 
genes. Some appear to be needed for myofilament lattice as- 
sembly, others specifically for the assembly of thin or thick 
filaments into the lattice, and several more for the regulation 
of contraction. Our analysis of several of the mutants pro- 
vides direct evidence that the ECM and sarcolemma play 
critical roles in sarcomere formation, and is consistent with 
an assembly process starting at the membrane and proceed- 
ing into the cell. Future molecular analysis should identify 
more of the proteins involved, and analysis of mutant pheno- 
types should give additional insights into lattice assembly 
in vivo. 
It seems unlikely that we saturated the class of severe Pat 
mutants,  since  only  6,800  haploid  genomes  have  been 
screened, 5,800 in the screen reported here, and 1,000 in the 
previously reported unrestricted screen (Waterston,  1989). 
Genetic saturation would probably require a  screen of at 
least 10,000 haploid genomes, assuming a forward mutation 
rate of 5  x  10  -~ (Brenner,  1974)  for each gene.  Alterna- 
tively, we can gauge how close we are to saturation by es- 
timating the total number of severe Pat genes by the fre- 
quency with which mutations were isolated for each of the 
genes. By assuming that the number of mutations per gene 
follows the Poisson distribution (considering only mutations 
recovered in the unrestricted screens), the estimated gene 
number is 13 (see Materials and Methods for details). This 
is certainly an underestimate since the calculation assumes 
that the probability for mutant recovery is the same for all 
genes; existence of genes with different probabilities for mu- 
tant recovery will cause the class size estimate to be too low. 
Nevertheless, since 13 severe Pat genes have been identified 
to date,  the currently identified set probably represents a 
substantial fraction of the genes in the class. 
Since  the  Pat  mutations  appear  to  have  their primary 
effects on body wall muscle function and structure, it seems 
likely that the corresponding genes are expressed in these 
cells. This has been verified for myo-3 (Waterston,  1989), 
and for deb-1 (Francis and Waterston  1989; Barstead and 
Waterston,  1991) by the staining of muscle ceils with anti- 
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mutants  specifically  fail  to 
stain  with  antibodies  rec- 
ognizing  a  muscle  cell 
membrane  antigen  and  tro- 
pomyosin,  respectively.  (a) 
Wild-type and (b) pat-3(st552) 
mutant embryos  stained with 
monoclonal  antibody  MH25 
recognizing  a  muscle  cell 
membrane antigen;  hypoder- 
mal cell junctions  are visual- 
ized in both embryos by stain- 
ing with monoclonal antibody 
MH27. MH25 stains the dor- 
sal  muscle  quadrant  in  the 
wild-type embryo (a, arrows), 
but fails to stain the pat-3 mu- 
tant  (b,  open  arrows).  (c) 
Wild-type and (d) lev-11(st557) 
mutant embryos double stained 
with afffinity-purified  antibod- 
ies  recognizing  tropomyosin 
and with monoclonal antibody 
MH27. The anti-tropomyosin 
stains muscle cells of the wild- 
type embryo (c,  arrows);  the 
plane of focus includes a dor- 
sal quadrant which is located 
on  the  inside  bend  because 
this embryo has rolled within 
the  egg before fixation (note 
the  position  of the  deirid  in 
each embryo, c and d, arrow- 
heads). The muscle cells of a 
comparable staged lev-ll mu- 
tant fail to stain with the anti- 
tropomyosin antibody (d, open 
arrows).  Bar,  10 #m. 
bodies to the corresponding gene products. The unc-52 gene 
product, which contributes to the basement membrane be- 
tween muscle and hypodermal cells (Francis and Waterston, 
1991;  Rogalsld et al.,  1993) appears to be made by muscle 
and not by hypodermis based on staining ofzyg-1 mutant em- 
bryos. In these mutants, cytokinesis fails during early em- 
bryogenesis and separated clusters of cells expressing either 
muscle or hypodermal antigens can be identified; monoclo- 
nal antibodies MH2 and MH3, which stain the unc-52 gene 
product,  stain cell clusters expressing muscle antigens and 
not those expressing hypodermal antigens (Curry, A., G. R. 
Francis,  and  R.  H.  Waterston,  unpublished  results).  The 
pat-3 and lev-11 genes also appear to be expressed in muscle 
cells based on staining of wild-type muscle cells with mono- 
clonal antibody MH25 (Francis and Waterston,  1989) and 
anti-tropomyosin, respectively. 
Since we concentrated our screen on mutants with little or 
no muscle function,  we thought that  some of them might 
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tion and differentiation. These mutants might fail to express 
multiple antigens specific to differentiated muscle cells. Al- 
though we have identified many of the genes in the severe Pat 
class, none appear to be associated with this type of mutant 
phenotype. Failure to recover this type of mutant may reflect 
a  partial redundancy in the genetic control of muscle cell 
differentiation, such that mutations in any single gene will 
fail to  completely block differentiation. Indeed,  mutants 
deficient for the hlh-1 gene, which encodes the myoD homo- 
logue of C.  elegans, express each of the several different 
muscle-specific antigens for which they were tested, but do 
have the mild Pat phenotype and abnormal muscle structure, 
both consistent with defects in muscle cell gene expression 
(Chert et al., 1992). Alternatively, genes controlling muscle 
cell determination and differentiation may also function in 
other types of cells. In this case, the corresponding mutants 
might have a phenotype other than severe Pat. 
The effects on myofilament  lattice assembly caused by mu- 
tations in the Pat genes are summarized in Table HI. Of the 
genes with the most severe assembly defects (class I), uric-52 
and pat-3 code for an ECM component homologous to ver- 
tebrate perlecan (Rogalski et al., 1993),  and the membrane 
protein/3-integrin (Gettner, S., C. Kenyon, L. Reichardt, J. 
Plenefisch, M. R. Buchner, and E. Hedgecock. 1992. Mol. 
Biol. Cell. 3:1088a), respectively, which have been colocal- 
ized to positions where dense bodies and M-lines are at- 
tached to the cell membrane (Francis and Waterston, 1985, 
1991). The drastic effects on both thick and thin filament or- 
ganization in the mutants suggest that myofilament  lattice as- 
sembly may initiate at the cell membrane in steps involving 
these proteins.  An alternate model that the lattice forms 
without significant  participation of  the membrane and is later 
anchored there, perhaps through the action of the unc-52 and 
pat-3 gene products, is inconsistent with our staining data 
since we failed to see even a partially organized lattice at any 
developmental stage  in these mutants.  The other class  I 
genes, unc-112 and pat-2, may encode other ECM or mem- 
brane components with similar critical roles in lattice assem- 
bly. Based on physical map data, an o~-integrin gene discov- 
ered in the C. elegans genome sequencing project has been 
positioned  near pat-2  (Sulston  et  al.,  1992;  Waterston, 
R. H., personal communication). A pat-2 mutant has been 
rescued with a cosmid from the physical genome map con- 
Table IlL  Pat Mutant Muscle Cell Phenotypes 
Cell  Myosin  Actin 
Genes  polarization  organization  organization 
Class I 
unc-52,  unc-ll2,  pat-2, pat-3  -  -  - 
Class II 
pat-4, pat-6, pat-l l*  +  -  - 
Class HI 
deb-1, pat-8, pat-9, pat-12*  +  +  - 
Class IV 
lev-11, pat-5, pat-lO  +  +  + 
Class V 
myo-3  +  -  + 
* Disorganized actin staining inpat-ll andpat-12 mutants may reflect second- 
ary deterioration  of body wall muscles occurring after elongation  arrest (see 
text). 
taining this gene as well as several other adjacent genes (our 
unpublished  data).  The  possibility  that pat-2  codes  for 
,-integrin deserves further investigation. 
Direct evidence for involvement of the  sarcolemma in 
myofilament  lattice assembly has also come from analysis of 
the Drosophila mutant myospheroid, which has a defective 
~-integrin gene (MacKrell et al.,  1988). These mutants ap- 
pear to develop normally until the time of first muscular con- 
tractions. Subsequently, they exhibit a range of developmen- 
tal abnormalities including defects in muscle attachment, 
structure, and function. In contrast to the muscle cells of 
pat-3 mutants which never appear to contract based on our 
time-lapse analysis, the segmental and pharyngeal muscles 
of the myospheroid embryos initially contract, and then de- 
tach from their normal sites of attachment (Wright, 1960). 
Analysis of muscle cell structure in myospheroid mutants 
shows that although some early stages of myofilament  lattice 
assembly appear to be normal (Newman and Wright, 1981), 
the  lattice  of older  embryos  is  abnormal  (Newman  and 
Wright, 1981; Volk et al., 1990),  consistent with a role for 
fl-integrin in the maintenance of the myofilament  lattice, and 
perhaps in its assembly. Consistent with the latter possibility, 
/3-integrin-deficient  muscle cells from myospheroid mutant 
embryos specifically fail to form Z-bands in culture (Volk et 
al.,  1990). 
Pat mutations which disrupt both thin and thick filament 
organization into the lattice, but allow polarized localization 
of mhcA at the appropriate cell membrane define the class 
II genes. The products of each of these genes are currently 
unknown. 
Mutations in the class m  genes appear to preferentially 
disrupt thin filament organization. Since deb-1 codes for vin- 
culin (Barstead and Waterston, 1989), which is a basal com- 
ponent of dense bodies, a preferential effect on thin filament 
organization might be expected, and has been reported previ- 
ously (Barstead and Waterston, 1991). The similar defects in 
pat-8 and pat-9 mutants suggest that these genes may also 
code for proteins that contribute to dense bodies or are other- 
wise involved in the organiTation of thin filaments. 
A partial independence in the assembly of thin and thick 
filaments into the lattice is suggested by the preferential dis- 
ruption of  thin filament organization seen in deb-1, pat-8, and 
pat-9 mutants, and of thick filament organization in myo-3 
mutants. A  similar independence was demonstrated previ- 
ously in Drosophila mutants with indirect flight muscle cells 
deficient for either all sarcomerie actin or myosin isoforms; 
the former assembled A-band-like structures, and the latter, 
I-Z-I-like complexes (Beall, 1989).  Assembly of thick fila- 
ments into sarcomere-like arrays in the absence of thin fila- 
ments has also been observed in vertebrate striated muscle 
cells treated with taxol in culture (Toyama et al.,  1982). 
Mutations in the class IV Pat genes do not have drastic 
effects on the assembly of either filament system, but do re- 
sult in severe paralysis. The tentative identification of lev-ll 
as the tropomyosin gene suggests that at least some of the 
genes of this class are involved in the regulation of muscle 
contraction.  Interestingly, there  is  evidence that another 
class IV gene, pat-lO, codes for a second component of the 
thin filament regulatory system, troponin C. The troponin C 
gene has been cloned (Kagawa,  H., personal communica- 
tion) and positioned using the physical map to a genetic in- 
terval containing pat-lO, pat-lO mutants have been rescued 
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from the physical map that contains the troponin C gene as 
well as other genes in the region (our unpublished results); 
identification of pat-lO as the troponin C gene will require 
rescue with DNA fragments that contain only the troponin 
C gene, however. The only other class IV gene, pat-5, may 
be an unusually large genetic target, based on the many mu- 
tants recovered at this locus. 
The appearance of discontinuities within muscle quad- 
rants is a distinctive feature that the mild Pat mutants pat-11 
and pat-12 share with the type IV collagen mutant emb-9, 
and may be the result of failing muscle-hypodermai attach- 
ments. Since type IV collagen is found exclusively in base- 
ment membranes and is a major component of these special- 
ized extracellular matrices (Glanville, 1987),  defects in the 
basement membrane between the muscle and hypodermal 
cells may be responsible for weakened attachments in the 
emb-9 mutants. Based on the phenotypic similarity, it could 
be  argued  that pat-11 and  pat-12 code  for  components 
directly involved in attaching muscle cells to the hypoder- 
mis. Since, in contrast to the emb-9 mutant, partial paralysis 
and abnormalities in myofilament lattice structure precede 
the appearance of discontinuities in the muscle quadrants, 
pat-11 and pat-12 may affect components within the muscle 
cell involved in anchoring it to the hypodermis and also 
necessary for normal lattice assembly.  Alternatively, any 
effects on muscle cell attachment may simply be indirect 
consequences of failure to form a normal lattice. In any case, 
the preliminary characterization of these mild Pat mutants, 
and the fact that unc-45  mutants (Venolia  and Waterston, 
1990) and hlh4 deficient animals (Chen et al.,  1992) have 
the mild Pat phenotype, suggests  that analysis of mild Pat 
mutants obtained in large scale screens are likely to identify 
other critical muscle-affecting genes. 
Although emb-9 and unc-52 each appear to code for base- 
ment membrane components, it is noteworthy that mutations 
in these genes have very different effects on myofilament  lat- 
tice assembly. Assembly starts normally and proceeds rela- 
tively far in the emb-9 mutants (Fig. 8 a), but is obviously 
disrupted at a very early stage in the unc-52 mutants (Fig. 
5 a). As discussed above, perlecan, the unc-52 gene product 
(Rogalski et al., 1993), appears to play a critical role in early 
lattice assembly. In contrast, the or2 subunit of type IV colla- 
gen, the emb-9 gene product (Sibley et al.,  1993),  appears 
to be dispensable for early lattice assembly, but involved in 
the maintenance of cell attachments, perhaps through bol- 
stering the structural integrity of the basement membrane. 
Embryonic elongation appears to be the result of forces 
generated by the cytoskeleton within the hypodermal cells, 
which squeeze the embryo forcing it to change shape (Priess 
and Hirsh,  1986).  It has been argued previously for myo-3 
(Waterston, 1989) and deb-1 (Barstead and Waterston, 1991) 
Pat mutants that failure to complete elongation may be a sec- 
ondary consequence of a failed interaction between muscle 
and hypodermal cells, rather than a primary defect in the 
hypodermal cells themselves. Many of the Pat mutants iso- 
lated here appear to have primary defects in body wall mus- 
cle cells, consistent with this hypothesis. Time-lapse analysis 
shows that elongation failure in the emb-9 and let-2 mutants 
is tightly correlated with a rapid onset of  paralysis, providing 
further evidence that functioning muscle is necessary for 
elongation to proceed past the twofold length. 
One of the exciting implications of the results reported 
here, aside from the identification  of  many new genes critical 
for muscle cell function, is that further characterization of 
the  Pat  mutants  should  provide  new  information  about 
myofilament lattice assembly. For instance, antibodies have 
helped partially define a chain of molecules that starts with 
the ECM, moves through the cell membrane and the dense 
body, and then ends with the thin filaments in the myofila- 
ment lattice (Francis and Waterston, 1985,  1991). The lim- 
ited characterization of Pat mutants with anti-myosin and 
anti-actin antibodies presented here is consistent with an as- 
sembly process starting at the cell membrane, and perhaps 
continuing with the  step-wise addition of components to 
form structures like the dense body. Antibody staining of 
wild-type embryos at different stages of  lattice assembly pro- 
vides further evidence for this idea (Hresko et al.,  1994). 
The Pat mutants, in combination with the collection of anti- 
bodies, now offer an opportunity to directly test some of the 
predictions of this assembly model. Toward this end we have 
started to use antibody staining to investigate the assembly 
states of various muscle components in Pat mutants that are 
missing specific ECM,  membrane,  and internal cell pro- 
teins. The results of  this analysis are presented in the accom- 
panying paper (Hresko et al.,  1994). 
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